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The Challenge of 2nd Half
Planning
The first half of the year has gone by. Where does
the time go? You’ve been busy executing on
marketing campaigns and applying the budget
to different areas to generate leads and ultimately
revenue.
But now, you’re entering the second half of the year. Have you hit your first half
numbers? Where are you on your year-end marketing and revenue goals? Are you
off-course and need to re-steer the ship? What do you do now?
In this guide, Full Circle Insights provides a step-by-step methodology to surface
performance insights, diagnose problems, and find areas of opportunity to
accelerate through the second half of the year. We hope you can gain the tools and
the confidence to meet your year-end goals.

Second Half vs Full Year Planning
Marketing planning generally follows pretty standard procedures and principles. However, usually
there is a strategic evaluation of marketing’s activities and performance halfway into the year (or a
“midpoint assessment”). From this evaluation comes planning for the second half of the year. Second
half planning often looks different and has slightly different objectives than full year annual planning.
The below summarizes the main differences between the two.

Overall, annual or full year planning occurs near the end of the year. It usually takes the prior full
year’s worth of marketing performance results to plan for the entire new year broadly. With this new
year comes more experimentation in terms of large-scale campaigns or channels and areas to spend
in. So, there’s likely a good amount of leeway to “try new things” or shift large amount of dollars over
the next year.
In contrast, second half planning utilizes performance data from the first half of the year. The six
months’ worth of data informs the marketing team of areas to optimize the marketing mix and where
to tweak. Certain channels may be turned off completely in order to drive greater optimization, but
overall there is less budget to work with and marginal areas to tweak compared to a full year.
The biggest challenge in achieving year-end goals through the second half is the limited time
and budget remaining in the year. This leads to a “time crunch” that is very noticeably felt in the
marketing and sales organization of a company, and we at Full Circle Insights want to lay out how to
successfully plan and navigate the second half.
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Key Marketing Functions in Planning and Executing
Before we get started on laying out the order of operations for second half planning, you must
understand the key roles of the marketing department. In this critical time, you will rely heavily on
your marketing “war room generals” to gain confidence that you will hit your year-end targets. While
you may not have individuals with these distinct titles, someone is ultimately responsible for these
roles in the organization.
First, there is typically an owner and leader of the marketing function, whether distinctly named
as a marketing exec or not. This person is responsible for marketing success and can drive that
success within the marketing team, across teams, and externally outside the company walls. Next,
marketing operations is usually most familiar with the ins-and-outs of the data stack, responsible for
the analytics and figuring out key performance insights. Demand generation plays a critical role of
planning and executing marketing campaigns based on the aforementioned performance metrics.
Finally, product marketing is the owner of messaging, buyer persona, segment performance, and
content strategy that supports the marketing campaigns. See below for these roles summarized.

Marketing Exec

Marketing Operations

Align marketing efforts to

Reporting and analytics

company strategic goals
Drive marketing success

Driving insights with deeper
investigation of data

externally and internally

Demand Generation

Product Marketing

Creating and running

Messaging and content

campaigns

creation

Optimize campaigns based

Honing segments and

on performance metrics

content through buyer
persona research
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Second Half Planning: Order of Operations
Overall, the steps in second half planning involve beginning-to-end evaluation of goal achievement
metrics so far, setting adjusted KPI numbers to hit through basic reverse math, finding areas of focus,
coming up with new campaigns, and finally executing the plan. We walk through each of these step
by step throughout the following pages, but in summary the process is shown below.

Evaluation of Gap Size

Reverse Funnel Math

Diagnosing of Gap Areas

Key Campaigns to Fill in Gaps

Executing Marketing Plan
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Evaluation: How Big is the Gap?
The first basic orientation required is understanding your first half performance. You want to know
where you are in the year and where you should have been based on your prior plan. Use gauges
specifically showing performance for the first half as well as how much of the year-end goals you
accomplished in the first half.

Is there a gap? How big is it? In the above example, the first half was off by more than $1M and
the company is not even one-third of the way through its year-end goal, even though it’s been six
months. So, there appears to be a second-half gap of $2.1M that needs to be filled in to hit the yearend target of $3M.
$4.0
$2.1

$3.0

$2.0
$0.9

$0.0
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Diagnosing Areas of Underperformance
Which funnel metric(s) are you underperforming in?
In order to begin, you need to gain insights into specific metrics where your marketing is
underperforming. Start with the three main factors of revenue in the following formula: Revenue =
Volume x Conversion Rate x (average) Deal Size. The below illustrates the exercise of investigating the
three metrics.
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Reverse Funnel Math for New KPI Goals
This is the point where you generate new KPI goals for the second half. Your objective with this step
is to come up with a set of marketing metric goals in a plan that enable you to realistically hit your
year-end numbers. Following from the prior example of underperformance, you can start with the
revenue gap of $2.1M and, with some assumptions, calculate the metrics needed to reach this goal.
The below table shows a calculation of required Won Deals and Volume once you have an assumed
Average Deal Size and Conversion Rate. In this case, the company pursues a higher Average Deal
Size and higher Conversion Rate in order to bridge the gap. This is just one option. Other alternatives
include a mix of modifying the three main factors of revenue (Volume, Conversion Rate, and Average
Deal Size).
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Discovering Areas of Opportunity Using Data
Now that you have your metrics goals, with specific KPIs you want to improve, you want to dive into
your campaign metrics to discover areas that will help drive these KPI improvements. One quick way
to do that would be to look for campaigns that were more impactful to revenue. You would want to
leverage campaign attribution to understand revenue impact of specific campaigns or campaign
types.
For analyzing different campaign types and comparing their performance, you need to have your
campaigns segmented and categorized. The below shows an example of how to categorize them in
your CRM (Salesforce). In this example, we show a default Salesforce campaign segmentation (Type)
compared to custom categorization you could implement (in this case, Promo Channel and Content/
Offer).

Default Salesforce
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Finding the Best Channels and Offers
The systematic tagging of your campaigns enables very powerful and revealing campaign insights.
Particularly, if you have technology such as Full Circle Campaign Attribution to accurately credit
campaigns with their revenue impact, you can get a broad picture of campaign performance,
segmented and granular. The below shows attribution by Channel and by Content/Offer, revealing
that the most effective channels were Website, Partner Marketing, and Event (Sponsored), while the
most effective offers were Contact Form, Event, Long Form, and Demo/Product.

Attribution by Channel

Attribution by Content/Offer
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Finding the Best Channels and Offers (cont’d)
Aside from revenue attribution, you would want to look at funnel KPIs of your campaign types in
order to find not only the campaigns that drove more revenue but areas to improve your funnel
metrics. Below are two insights around funnel metrics that would help marketing fill the funnel KPI
gaps. The red outlined box on the right illustrates a high-converting channel (Website) while the
red outlined box on the left shows high-volume but low-converting channels that could potentially
drive more revenue if the marketing team found a way to increase conversion rates for these specific
channels (e.g., better messaging, targeting, nurture paths, etc.). You can repeat this exercise similarly
for campaign offer types as well for any alternate segmentation you use to slice and dice the data.

High-converting channel
to help optimize second
half

High-volume channels
with opportunity
to drive conversion
improvements
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Second Half Campaign Planning
With the campaign categories in hand, you can select campaign types and specific campaigns to fill
in your marketing calendar for the second half. This is where your demand generation team comes in.
The step-by-step exercise can be outlined as:
1. Fill in your campaign categories you plan to execute in the second half (i.e., the categories you
surfaced in the previous exercises, and any other incremental ones to fill in the calendar).
2. Layer in specific campaigns, with benchmark metrics for how you predict they will perform and
costs to ensure they fit your budget. Note: you also want to fill in your pre-planned marketing
activities, such as fixed events.
3. Continue this exercise until the revenue gap is (feasibly) bridged. In the case of this sample
company, expected revenue from these campaigns should be greater than $2.1MM.
The below table shows the beginning of this process, with one campaign. For each row of campaigns,
there are estimated metrics, namely the columns of MQL Volume, Conversion Rates, and Average
Deal Size, which when multiplied left to right equals (estimated) Revenue Per Campaign.
Estimated Metrics Per Campaign

Estimated 2nd Half Outcomes

Total
MQL
Conversion Average Revenue per
# of
Volume
Rate
Deal Size Campaign Campaigns Revenue

Total
Cost

Partner Marketing
Partner Webinars

150

1.0%

$30K

$45K

6

$270K

$48K

Website

Event (Sponsored)

Nurture Emails
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Second Half Campaign Planning (cont’d)
Repeat this process, optimizing and adjusting for any tweaks based on realistic outcomes that you
foresee. The below shows a sample of a fully filled demand generation plan, continuing from the
prior table.
Estimated Metrics Per Campaign

Estimated 2nd Half Outcomes

MQL
Conversion Average Revenue per
# of
Total
Rate
Deal Size Campaign Campaigns Revenue
Volume

Total
Cost

Partner Marketing
Partner Webinars

150

1.0%

$30K

$45K

6

$270K

$48K

Partner eBooks

100

1.0%

$30K

$30K

3

$90K

$12K

20
20
35
10

2.0%
1.0%
10.0%
1.0%

$30K
$30K
$30K
$30K

$12K
$6K
$105K
$3K

6
4
6
8

$72K
$24K
$630K
$24K

$1.5K
$1K
$1.2K
$1.6K

300
100
100
50

4.0%
1.3%
2.0%
3.0%

$30K
$30K
$30K
$30K

$360K
$37.5K
$60K
$45K

1
1
1
4

$360K
$37.5K
$60K
$180K

$100K
$60K
$40K
$1.6K

35
25
25

4.0%
1.0%
2.0%

$30K
$30K
$30K

$42K
$7.5K
$15K

12
4
4

$504K
$30K
$60K

$1.2K
$400
$800

$30K

$3K

6

$18K

$30K

Website
Webinars
eBooks
Demo/Product
Other

Event (Sponsored)
Annual Big Event
Event 2
Event 3
Meetups

Nurture Emails
Webinar
eBooks
Other

Other (Ads, SEM, PR, Others)
Totals

3,130

2.5%

$30K

$2.36M

$299K

Goals

2,840

2.5%

$30K

$2.12M

$300K

You can see that the Totals row meets the Goals set forth in the previous reverse funnel math for this
company, with budget added in as well. This is only one sample pass at a second half plan. Several
iterations among the marketing team as well as collaboration with other parts of the organization
will provide more color and tweaking. Finally, as the year progresses and these campaigns are
executed, actual numbers will be filled in and adjustments might be made to ensure that marketing
is on track to hit the revenue goals. Keep your deal length and velocity in mind as key factors also.
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Supporting Campaigns with Content
With the campaigns in mind, work with product marketing to create the underlying content and
assets to support those campaigns. Product marketing too can utilize analytics to help optimize
campaigns, improving the chances of hitting KPI and revenue targets. Product marketing tends to
own the buyer persona knowledge of the company, and so it makes sense for them to start with
persona segmentation and content performance analysis. Start with categorizing leads in your CRM,
as per below. This example utilizes Job Function and Job Level, but use the persona details that
matter for you.

Add Buyer Persona Details to CRM

With this level of detail added for leads, you can then analyze your volume and conversion rates
by buyer persona. In the below, you can see some obvious targets with higher conversion rates.
Leads from Sales Operations, for example, seem to convert at a high rate. One category, Demand
Generation, seems to have high volume but low conversion rates, so conversion rate improvements
could yield large impacts.
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Optimizing Product Marketing
Aside from buyer persona, asset type is another dimension of content that you can optimize. Product
marketers should work with the demand generation team to regularly evaluate the effectiveness
of their assets to see which ones resonate with their audience. The below is an example of email
performance metrics (though this can be done with website downloads or any other channel where
conversion can be tracked). Standard email metrics include Open Rate, Open-to-Click Rate (a version
of Clickthrough Rate that specifically isolates only those who opened the email), and Conversion
Rate for those who actually downloaded the asset or followed the terminating call-to-action. The
Categorization Tags section on the right side is an illustration of classifying assets, in this case by
format and subject matter. After you tag each email, you can then compare performance metrics
by different asset categories and find commonalities or trends to increase asset performance in the
future. This may include focusing on webinars, specific topics, short-form vs. long form, and any other
tactics that can be extracted from the performance insights.

Product marketers can repeat this exercise for any combination of channels, as well as drill-down into
performance metrics for specific buyer personas. This is a topic worth a specific guide in and of itself,
but suffice it to say that there is plenty of room to optimize in order to drive more effective marketing
and improve the likelihood of hitting revenue targets.
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Executing the Plan
The last step in the order of operations is execution. With the plan in hand and established within the
marketing team, as well as across the company to other stakeholders, you are ready to execute the
second half plan. The general cycle can be summarized as:
Create Campaigns

Run Campaigns

Measure

Optimize

Throughout each step, it will be important to have your marketing “war room generals” with you,
playing key roles to drive a well-oiled marketing execution engine. As a reminder, the below is a
summary of those roles for you to keep them in mind.

Marketing Exec

Marketing Operations

Align marketing efforts to

Reporting and analytics

company strategic goals
Drive marketing success

Driving insights with deeper
investigation of data

externally and internally

Demand Generation

Product Marketing

Creating and running

Messaging and content

campaigns

creation

Optimize campaigns based

Honing segments and

on performance metrics

content through buyer
persona research
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Conclusion
Hitting your numbers can be challenging, especially if your performance in the first half is off-track
compared to the original plan. A combination of underperformance and limited time or budget can
make the second half seem like a time crunch, so planning is very key. With a solution such as Full
Circle Insights, the data is all in your CRM for you to drive actionable, powerful, and granular insights.
While there are many components to the planning process, this step-by-step guide ensures that you
approach each step methodically. In the end, we hope you can gain the confidence you need in your
marketing plan to achieve your marketing objectives and goals.

About Full Circle Insights
Full Circle Insights delivers marketing and sales performance measurement solutions and lead
management technology for driving revenue. Our cloud-based products provide actionable
intelligence to optimize a company’s marketing mix and drive more revenue. The company
built its products 100% on the Salesforce App Cloud and are compatible with the leading
marketing automation solutions.
Founded by former Salesforce executives and implementation veterans, CRM product
managers, and marketing automation specialists, the Full Circle Insights industry pioneers and
thought leaders know what it takes to run a successful marketing organization. The team is
passionate about giving marketers the answers they need to uncover a marketing campaign’s
impact to the business, plan with confidence, and grow revenue.
Learn more at www.fullcircleinsights.com.
Salesforce, Salesforce AppExchange, Salesforce App Cloud, and others are trademarks of
salesforce.com, inc.

3 Waters Park Drive, Suite 120
San Mateo, CA 94403
FullCircleInsights.com
650.641.2766
877.834.4001
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